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Abstract 
Minimization of a labelled transition system (Its) is useful e.g. while condensing the global 
state space of a concurrent system compositionally for verification. In this paper new minimality 
results for both weak and branching bisimilarities are proven. 
It is well known that an equivalent Its with the minimal number of states can be, in the case 
of bisimilarities, found by identifying all equivalent states of an Its. However, the question has 
been partially open whether an equivalent Its with the minimal number of states and transitions 
can be found. We give a proof that for every weak-image-finite Its there is a unique bisimilar 
Its that contains the minimal number of states and transitions. 
We study divergence preserving bisimilarities, since divergence - i.e. the possibility to use 
system resources infinitely without any output - should not be ignored when liveness properties 
of systems have to be checked. Our results are shown to be valid also for commonly used 
divergence ignoring bisimilarities, weak bisimilarity and branching bisimilarity. 
1. Introduction 
Among formal verification methods of concurrent systems, an important research 
area is the study of behavioural equivalences. Equivalences are used as a formal cri- 
terion for similarity: systems behave similarly if they are equivalent with respect to 
an equivalence relation. Since different application areas and phases of verification 
have different requirements of similarity, numerous equivalences have been defined; in 
[ 171 155 different behavioural equivalences are listed. In this study we concentrate on 
bisimulation equivalences, called bisimilarities for short. 
In this work we study how to find for a given labelled transition system (Its) 
the smallest equivalent Its; i.e., how to minimize an Its. Minimization is useful 
when an Its for a large system, containing several parallel subsystems, is analyzed 
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compositionally: Its’s for subsystems are constructed, minimized and composed together 
in order to obtain an Its of the system as a whole. In this modular way, several 
less-expensive construction steps are made instead of one expensive step. In many 
cases, this makes it possible to analyze larger systems than otherwise. Moreover, since 
even a moderate reduction in a parallel subcomponent may imply a big saving in the 
composition, the total computing load may be smaller while using the compositional 
approach. 
Bisimilarities are defined in a way that all successors of two bisimilar states must 
have bisimilar counterparts. Different versions of bisimilarities differ in their abstrac- 
tion level: strong bisimilarity [14] does not abstract internal behaviour at all, weak bi- 
similarities [ 141 abstract internal behaviour, and branching bisimilarities [ 16, 181 abstract 
internal behaviour as far as this can be done without destroying the branching structure 
of an Its. Bisimilarities may also differ in the way they handle divergence. We study a 
weak divergence preserving bisimilarity - called here D-bisimilarity - and a branching 
divergence preserving bisimilarity - called here branching D-bisimilarity. Our results 
are shown to be valid to the ordinary divergence ignoring versions of these equiva- 
lences, too. 
It is well-known that by identifying all bisimilar states of an Its we obtain an equiv- 
alent Its having the fewest number of states. However, it has not been quite clear how 
the number of transitions could be minimized. We first minimize the number of states, 
and after that the number of transitions. We prove that for an Its, with certain slight 
restrictions in the infinite case, there always is a unique smallest bisimilar Its, when 
considering D-bisimilarity or branching D-bisimilarity. Note that the earlier uniqueness 
results, considering only the number of states, are not enough. For example, in Fig. l(i) 
there is a state-minimal Its with respect to D-bisimilarity. However, 14 edges can be 
added to it (Fig. l(ii)) or left out, while still obtaining an equivalent Its with the 
fewest number of states. Thus, in this case there are 214 = 16 384 different D-bisimilar 
Its’s which have the smallest number of states. Besides its theoretical interest, the 
(ii) 
Fig. 1. 
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minimality result is useful when minimized Its’s are used in further verification steps, 
or showed in a graphical form. 
In the case of observation equivalence [14], it is well known how the number of 
states of a finite Its can be minimized [7, 121. In [lo] one of the present authors studied 
how to minimize the number of transitions. Only later did she find out that related work 
had been done by Bergstra and Klop [24]. In an appendix of [2] Bergstra and Klop 
mention a uniqueness result for finite acyclic graphs with respect to r-bisimilarity (i.e. 
observation equivalence). In [3] the result was extended for rooted r-bisimilarity while 
axiomatizing a process algebra, and in [4] for arbitrary finite graphs. Their uniqueness 
result states that a “normal” process graph is unique; their normality means basically 
that the graph is - in our terms - state-minimal without duplicate transitions. For 
rooted branching bisimilarity, [16, p. 1421 tells that two root-unwound Its’s are rooted 
branching bisimilar iff the corresponding state-minimal Its’s without r-loops are iso- 
morphic. In [lo] it was proven that besides certain redundant transitions any further 
transitions cannot be removed while still preserving observation equivalence. In addi- 
tion, [lo] gives an algorithm for minimizing the number of transitions and a detailed 
proof that the algorithm is correct. In [ 1 l] transition-minimization for infinite Its’s was 
studied in the context of rooted and divergence preserving bisimilarities and a transition- 
minimization algorithm was given in the finite case. The present paper presents some 
of the results in [l l] for infinite Its’s with improved proofs for both ordinary and 
divergence preserving bisimilarities. 
Section 2 introduces the relevant definitions and concepts. In Section 3 the results 
considering state-minimization are introduced. Section 4 presents which transitions can 
be removed and Section 5 which transitions cannot be removed from a state-minimal Its. 
The uniqueness results follow in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper with a dis- 
cussion. Proofs are often deferred to Appendix. 
2. Transition systems, bisimilarities and divergence 
The basic definitions to be used later are given: labelled transition system (Its) and 
definitions for divergence and bisimilarities. Moreover, some auxiliary concepts and 
lemmas are introduced. 
Definition 1. A labelled transition system (Its) is a structure K = ($A, T,sO) where 
S is a (countable) set of states, 
A is a (countable) set of actions, containing the unobservable action z, 
T C S x A x S is a transition relation, and 
SO is the initial state, sOES. 
In the following, we define several equivalences between Its’s, The weak transition 
relation +, which is used in some equivalences, abstracts all unobservable r-actions 
away. 
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Definition 2. Let K = (S,A, T,sO) be an Its and CZEA, t = at . ..u.EA*. Then 
s$,s’ iff @,a,s’)ET, 
SItS’ iff 331,. . . , &ES, ?230:s=s~As’=s,A 
Vi~{l,...,n}: si_t %ssi, and 
s&s’ iff t~(A\{r})*, and s<s’ holds 
with such an action sequence t’ EA* 
that t is obtained from t’ by removing all r-actions. 
We call + the weak transition relation. Note that & is reflexive, when t is the empty 
sequence E, i.e. s % s holds for each s ES. We use occasionally shorthand notations; 
in particular, s % 5 % s’ means that there are states Y and v such that s 1 r, r 5 v, 
and v&s’. 
Definition 3. Let Ki = (Si,Ai, z,sOi) (i = 1,2) be lts’s. A state s E Si is divergent iff 
div(s), and convergent iff ldiv(s), where 
div(s) =def (3 an injinite sequence sl,sz, . such that s = SI and 
Vn> 1: s, Ass,+t). 
Let D =def {(st,sZ)~St x S2 1 div(sl) = div(s2)). 
States s,s’ ~5’~ are in an s-cycle iff s % s’, s’ 3 s and s # s’. 
An Its Ki has an s-cycle iff there are states which are in an s-cycle, and an injinite 
E-path iff there is an infinite sequence of distinct states st,s2,. . . such that Vn 2 1: s, 3 
&+I. 
An Its Ki is image-jinite if for each action a E Ai and state s E Si 
i{S’EISi IS5S’}I <CO, 
and weak-image-jinite if for each u l (Ai\{z}) U {E} and state YES, 
I{S’ESi jS%S’}I < 03. 
Since + contains at least as many transitions as the corresponding transition relation 
+, weak-image-finiteness is a stronger condition than image-finiteness. Lemma 4 clar- 
ifies the connection between image-finiteness and weak-image-finiteness (for a proof 
see Appendix). 
Lemma 4. An Its is weak-image-jinite ifSit has no injinite E-paths and is image-finite. 
Next we give the definitions of two divergence preserving bisimilarities. 
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Definition 5. Let Ki = (Si,Ai,I;,sOi) be Its’s, i = 1,2, and A = At UA2. A relation 
R C S, x S2 is a D-bisimulation iff R 2 D and for each (~1,s~) E R and for each u E 
(A\(r)) ” (6) 
(i) whenever $1 3 ~‘1, then, for some si E&, s2 3 sb and (si,si) E R, and 
(ii) whenever s2 3 si, then, for some s{ E&, si 3 s{ and (s{,si) E R. 
Lts’s K1 and K2 are D-bisimilar, written K1 %:oK2, if (sOt,sO2) E R for some D- 
bisimulation R. 
Definition 6. Let Ki = (Si,Al,Ti,sOi) be Its’s, i = 1,2, and A = Ai UA2. A relation 
R C S1 x S2 is a branching D-bisimulation iff R CD and for each (sr,s2) E R and for 
each aEA 
(i) whenever s1 -% si, then, a = z and (s’, ~2) E R, or for some s, sk E S2, s2 % s 3 si 
and (s~,s),(si,s$)~R, and 
(ii) whenever s~$s;, then, a=5 and (sl,si)~R, or for some s,s{~St, s1 %,ssss/, 
and (s,sz), (s’,,si) ER. 
Lts’s K1 and K2 are branching D-bisimilar, written K1 zh K2, if (sOi,sO2) E R for some 
branching D-bisimulation R. 
D-bisimilarity MD is the largest D-bisimulation and branching D-bisimilarity =j 
is the largest branching D-bisimulation. Moreover, D-bisimilarity and branching 
D-bisimilarity are equivalences, i.e. reflexive, symmetric and transitive. (In the case 
of branching bisimilarity see “stuttering lemma” [ 16, p. 1191 and [l] for a proof.) 
D-bisimilarity is a refinement of observation equivalence z&s [ 14, 151. Observation 
equivalence (sometimes called weak bisimilarity, too) is defined like D-bisimilarity 
in Definition 5 except that the condition R G D is left out. D-bisimilarity does not 
identify a divergent state with a convergent one. Similarly, branching D-bisimilarity 
refines branching bisimilarity zb [18]. Branching bisimilarity is defined like branching 
D-bisimilarity in Definition 6 except that the condition R&D is left out. Branching 
D-bisimilarity implies D-bisimilarity (for a proof of Lemma 7 see [ 11, p. 131). 
Lemma 7. KI FZ~ K2 implies KI %g K2. 
D-bisimilarity does not imply branching D-bisimilarity, as seen in Fig. 2, where the 
Its’s are D-bisimilar but not branching D-bisimilar. Similarly, zb is strictly stronger 
than =&s. By definition, X; implies GZ b and Z:D implies z&s. 
Definition 8. Let Ki = (&,A,, T,,sOi) be two Its’s (i = 1,2). We allow the special case 
K1 = K2. If SiES; (i = 1,2) then 
K,(si) =def ($,A(, Z,Sl) 
is an Its with si as its initial state, and for any equivalence relation z=, 
Sl MS2 iff KI(SI) = K2(s2). 
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Apart from definitions, we present some auxiliary results for the defined concepts. 
Proofs for Lemmas 9 and 10 can be found in [ll, p. 22 and p. 161. 
Lemma 9. If states s1 and s2 are in an E-cycle then s1 M;S~ and s1 MD ~2. 
Lemma 10. LetK=(S,A,T,sO)andsl,s2ESandzbeeither MD or M;. IfsI MS~ 
then for each t E (A\(z))* 
whenever s1 $ s{ then, for some state s& s2 % sk and si MS. 1 
The results corresponding to Lemmas 9 and 10 hold also for divergence ignoring 
bisimilarities zb and z&s. 
3. State-minimal labelled transition systems 
An Its is defined to be state-minimal if it does not contain two equivalent states 
and all states are reachable, and transition-minimal if no transitions can be removed 
without changing the equivalence class. 
Definition 11. Let K = ($A, T,sO) be an Its and TS C T a set of transitions. Then 
(K\TS) =def (S,A,(T\TS),sO) is like the Its K 
but no longer contains the transitions TS, and 
K[c] =def (S[c],A,T[c],sO[c]) is a copy of K 
with new state labels, where 
s[c] =def {Sk] 1 s E s}, S n S[c] = 8 and 
Tlcl =def ((~1~1, a, s’[cl) 1 (s, a, ~‘1 ET). 
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Definition 12. Let x be an equivalence relation. An Its K = ($A, T,sO) is state- 
minimal with respect to z iff for all states ~1, s2 E S, s1 x s2 implies si = ~2, and all 
states s E S are reachable from SO. An Its K is transition-minimal with respect to M 
iff for all nonempty sets of transitions TS L T, K $ (K\TS)[c]. 
For a bisimilarity and a finite Its, a state-minimal Its contains the fewest number of 
states. For bisimilarities, e.g. zb and x&s, it is well known how to construct for a given 
Its an equivalent Its containing as few states as possible (see for instance [7,8, 12, 131). 
Basically it is sufficient to group equivalent states of an Its to one condensed state. 
Transitions for condensed states are then constructed from the transitions of the given 
Its: a transition S? %sy belongs to the condensed Its iff there is a transition s1 3s~ in 
the given Its, such that si is equivalent to sp and s2 is equivalent to ST. In the case of 
divergence preserving equivalences, however, the transitions of the condensed Its have 
to be constructed in a slightly modified way. In Definition 13 the transitions of the 
condensed Its are constructed in such a way that a state, which arises from a convergent 
equivalence class, does not have a r-loop. For divergence ignoring bisimilarities zb 
and z&s the state-condensed Its can be constructed as described above. The results of 
Lemma 14 hold also for cb and z&s. For a proof of Lemma I4 see Appendix. 
Definition 13. Let K = (&A, T,sO) be an Its and z be either z~ or zh. The Its 
KSc = (F,A, TsC,sOSC) is state-condensed from K with respect to x, written K/E:, iff 
SSC = {SSC 1ssc is an equivalence class of x in S and 
3s~~~~ and tEA*: so&s}, 
SO” E S”” is the equivalence class containing SO, and 
TSc is the set of transitions containing 
(ssc,r,.$Y iff si is divergent for some si ES?, and 
(ST, a,~?), where ST # S? or a # z, iff 
si 5s~ for some si ES? and S~ES~. 
Lemma 14. Let KSc = K/z, where M is either MD or M;. Then the following hold: 
(i) K x KS” 
(ii) K SC is state-minimal with respect to M 
(iii) KS’ does not contain E-cycles 
(iv) Zf K is weak-image-jinite then so is KS’ 
4. Transitions that can be removed 
In order to shorten some proofs, we introduce the concept of duplicate transition 
(Definition 15 and Fig. 3) and study properties of it. A duplicate transition is in a sense 
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not essential in the case of a weak bisimilarity, since a longer path can be used instead. 
Proofs for Lemma 16 and Theorems 18 and 19 can be found in Appendix. 
Definition 15. Let tri = (.si,a,s:), i = 1,2, be transitions of an Its. Transition trl 
duplicates trz, written trlz tr2, if either 
(i) tri is not a r-loop (i.e. Si #s; or a # z), for i = 1,2, and si % ~2, S; $ S{ and 
trl # tr2, or 
(ii) tri is a r-loop (i.e. si = sl and a = z), for i = 1,2, and si %ss2 and trl # tr2. 
If trl 3 tr2 for some tr2, we call trl a duplicate. A r-transition trl is duplicate- 
anomalous if it is not a r-loop and, for a transition tr2, trl 3 tr2 and either si % s2 
or .Y; Ssi. 
Lemma 16. If an Its is weak-image-finite and does not contain E-cycles then z- 
relation is transitive, irrejlexive, and well-founded and the Its does not contain dupli- 
cate-anomalous z-transitions. 
Corollary 17. Let K = (S, A, T, SO) be a weak-image-$nite Its without E-cycles and let 
tr E T be a duplicate. Then tr 5 tr’ for some non-duplicate transition tr’ E T. 
In Fig. 3 the dashed transitions are duplicates in (i)-(iv) and duplicate-anomalous 
in (iii)-(iv). 
Definition 13 introduces the state-condensed Its, which can be constructed straight- 
forwardly from a given Its. An Its produced by state-condensation is always state- 
minimal, but it is not necessarily transition-minimal. For instance, in [ 1 l] a physical 
layer protocol was studied. Fig. 4 presents the corresponding state-condensed Its with 
respect to D-bisimilarity; it has five duplicates which are drawn by dashed lines. 
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Next, we study whether it is possible to find, for a given Its, a unique state- and 
~ansition-minimal D-bisimilar or branching ~-bisimilar Its. (Later we extend the results 
for divergence ignoring bisimilarities %&s and eb .) We show that if we first minimize 
the number of states, and then remove all duplicate transitions or duplicate r-loops 
from the state-minimal Its, the result is transition-minimal. First, a result about duplicate 
r-loops and branching D-bisimilarity is given. 
Theorem 18. Let K1 = ($A, T,sO) be an 1ts. Let T’ C T be a set of duplicate z-loops, 
and K2 = (K1\TS)[c]. Then KI M; K2. 
Since branching D-bisimilarity implies D-bisimilarity (Lemma 7), a set of duplicate 
z-loops can be removed from an Its, while still preserving D-bisimilarity, too. Besides, 
some of the “short-circuit” transitions can be removed. Now the Its has to be weak- 
image-finite and it must not contain c-cycles. 
Theorem 19. Let K1 = ($A, T, SO) be a weak-image-jinite Its which does not contain 
&-cycles. Let TS C T be a set of duplicate transitions and K2 = (K,\TS)[c]. Then 
KS K2. ML) 
Fig. 4 depicts with dashed lines the duplicate transitions which can be removed with- 
out losing D-bisimilarity. The transition-minimal Its contains only the solid transitions. 
So, in addition to the essential transitions, the state-condensed Its contains here five 
transitions more. 
Weak-image-~niteness is a necessary assumption in the previous theorem. The result 
does not necessarily hold, if the given Its is not weak-image-finite: In Fig. 5 the Its’s 
(i) and (ii) are state-minimal with respect to ZD and consequently do not contain 
e-cycles. Though all a-transitions are duplicates, they cannot all be removed while still 
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preserving D-bisimilarity. This fact does not contradict with Theorem 19 because the Its 
(i) is not image-finite and the Its (ii) contains an infinite s-path. The absence of s-cycles 
is also a necessary condition, as seen by an example in Fig. 6: Both u-transitions are 
duplicates but cannot be removed while still preserving D-bisimilarity, because the Its 
contains an s-cycle. The assumption of weak-image-finiteness could be replaced by an 
assumption that no state has starting or in-coming infinite s-path. However, we feel that 
the assumption of weak-image-finiteness is more natural. Anyway, we need a somewhat 
stronger assumption than state-minimality and the lack of duplicates, in order to prove 
the uniqueness results. 
5. Transitions that cannot be removed 
Next we show that a state-minimal Its with respect to M; (XD) which has neither 
duplicate r-loops (duplicate transitions) nor infinite s-paths is unique up to the renaming 
of states. For proofs see Appendix. 
Lemma 20. Let K1 and K2 be Its’s which are state-minimal with respect to M; and 
do have neither duplicate z-loops nor injinite E-paths. Then, K1 and K2 are isomorphic 
ifs K1 M; K2. 
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by concentrating to finite parts of the Its’s For proofs of Lemmas 23 and 24 see 
Appendix. 
Definition 22. Let A = {r} U { ul,a2,. . .}, ai # z, be a countable set of actions, and 
denote A, = {at,az,.. . , a,}. For a state s ES and 12 30 we define the set of states that 
can be reached from s with less than or equal to n steps, using weak transition relation 
+ and actions of A,,, 
W(s,n) =&f {s’) 3t~A,* such that Itl<n and s%?}. 
Lemma 23. If K = (S,A, T,sO) is a weak-image-jinite Its then W(s, n) is jinite for 
each SES and n&O. 
By the following Lemma 24, the counterpart for a state s E W(s0, n) is known to be 
in W(sO[c],n), and vice versa. Moreover, the sets W(sO,n) and W(sO[c],n) are finite 
in weak-image-finite Its’s (Lemma 23). In proofs of Theorems 25 and 26 we use these 
facts. 
Lemma 24. Let x be either =A or z~, n>O an integer and an Its K1 = ($A, T,sO) 
weak-image-jinite and state-minimal with respect to a. If TS C T, K2 = (Kl\TS)[c] 
and K1 G K2 then 
(i) K2 is state-minimal with respect to ==, 
(ii) Y E W(s0, n) in KI ifs r[c] E W(sO[c], n) in K2, and 
(iii) I{YE W(sO,n) 1 diu(r) in Kl}l = I{r[c]~ W(sO[c],n) 1 div(r[c]) in K2}1. 
Theorem 25. Let the Its KI =(&A, T,sO) be weak-image-jnite and state-minimul with 
respect to =A. Let TS c T be u set of transitions containing at least one transition 
which is not a duplicate s-loop, and K2 = (Kl\TS)[c]. Then K1 & K2. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary K1 M; K2. Then, by Lemma 24(i), K2 is state-minimal. 
Let Dupl, contain all the duplicate r-loops of Ki and let K: = (Ki\DUpZ,), i = 1,2. 
Then K. -b I D K: by Theorem 18, and K,’ and Ki are state-minimal by Lemma 24(i). By 
the antithesis K1 =A K2, Ki =b Ki holds. M oreover, Ki and Ki contain no duplicate r- 
loops, since all duplicate r-loops were removed. Moreover, they do not contain infinite 
s-paths by Lemma 4, since Kl and consequently Kz, Ki and Ki are weak-image-finite. 
Then by Lemma 20, K( and K2/ are isomorphic. 
Let tr = (s, a, s’) E TS be a transition which is not a duplicate r-loop. By the con- 
struction of K1 and K2, tr belongs to KI but the corresponding transition (s[c], a,s’[c]) 
does not belong to K2. Since K1 is state-minimal with respect to %j, the states s 
and s’ in K1 are reachable from the initial state SO. Consequently it is possible to find 
a fixed n so that s,s’ E W(s0, n) in K1. By Lemma 24(ii) and KI E; K2 
r E W(s0, n) iff T[C] E W(sO[c], n). (1) 
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Lemma 21. Let K1 and K2 be Its’s which are state-minimal with respect to ED 
and do have neither duplicate transitions nor injinite E-paths. Then, K1 and K2 are 
isomorphic $f K1 FZ D K2. 
We prove in Theorem 25 that no other transitions than duplicate z-loops can be 
removed while still preserving branching D-bisimilarity, if the Its is weak-image-finite 
and state-minimal with respect to zb. This means that a state-minimal Its without 
duplicate r-loops is transition-minimal with respect to M;. The assumptions of weak- 
image-finiteness and state-minimality are essential to Theorem 25. In Fig. 7 the lts (i) 
is state-minimal with respect to both branching D-bisimilarity and D-bisimilarity. After 
removing a couple of non-duplicate transitions, the Its (ii) is still equivalent to (i); here 
the Its contains an infinite a-path and consequently is not weak-image-finite. In Fig. 8 
the Its is not state-minimal; it is possible to remove a non-duplicate transition while 
still preserving branching D-bisimilarity and D-bisimilarity. 
Because we allow infinite Its’s, Theorems 25 and 26 are not straightforward to prove. 
In them we have an Its K1, and construct another Its K2 from it by removing some 
transitions. So K1 and K2 have the same states; here we give for a state s in K1 
a new state name s[c] in KZ (s[c] is a copy of s). The main difficulty in proofs is that 
although Kl and K2 would be bisimilar, it is not clear why a state s in K1 needs to 
be bisimilar to the state s[c] in K2 instead of some other state. We solve this problem 
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By Lemma 24(ii) and K1 szh Ki, the set W(sO,n) contains in K, and K/ the same 
states; similarly the set W(sO[c], n) contains in lu, and Ki the same states, co~esponding 
to W(sO,n) in K,. 
If the selected transition tv is a ~-loop, it is not duplicate in Kt and tr $2 Dupl,. 
Thus tr = (s,z,s) belongs to K[ but (s[c],z,s[c]) does not belong to Ki. The state s 
is divergent in K,l. The state s[c] is not divergent in Ki, since tr is not duplicate in 
K,, and moreover no state becomes divergent by removing transitions. But this means 
that ~(~0,~) contains more divergent states in Ki than W(sO[c].n) in Ki. This is a 
contradiction, because by Lemma 24(iii), W(sO,n) and W(sO[c],n) should contain the 
same number of divergent states when K,’ GA Ki. 
Assume that the selected transition tr = (s, a,~‘) is not a z-loop. Now we define the 
sets of a-connections in Ki or E;;, restricted to the states of W(sO,n) or W(sO[c],n), 
respectively, as follows: 
T1 = {(P”,Y’)E W(sO,n)2 / ~5:’ in Ki and (afz or r#r’)} 
T2 = {(~[c], r’[c]) E W(sO[c], n)2 1 r[c] -f+ r’[c] in Ki and 
(a f r or +I# 4d)f 
The sets are obviously finite. Since Ki and Ki are isomorphic, their finite parts which 
start from the initial states and contain states reached by the same action sequences, 
i.e., Ki and Ki restricted to the states in W(sO,n) and W(sO[c],n), respectively, have 
to be isomorphic. (However, the isomorphism possibly does not map a state I’ to r[c].) 
The isomo~hism maps a z-loop to a z-loop, and a non-z-loop transition to a non- 
~-loop transition. Consequently, Tl and T2 contain the same number of state pairs, 
i.e. ITI/ = 17’21. By the construction of K,’ and Ki and (I), if (r[c],r’[c]) E T2 then 
(Y,T’) E Tl. By the construction of Ki, (s,s’) E Tl and (s[c],s’[c]) 6 T2. From these two 
facts together with the finiteness of T 1 and T2 we deduce a contradiction 1 Tl j > / T21. 
Thus, in either case, the antithesis K1 Z; Kz leads to a contradiction, and K1 $i K2 
holds. 0 
In Theorem 19 we showed that, besides duplicate ~-loops, all duplicate transitions 
can be removed from a weak-image-finite Its without c-cycles while still preserving 
D-bisimilarity. Next, in Theorem 26 we prove that from a weak-image-finite and state- 
minimal Its with respect to ZD other ~ansitions cannot be removed. This implies that 
a state-minimal Its without duplicates is transition-minimal with respect to xn. 
Theorem 26. Let the Its KI = (S, A, T,sO) be weak-image-finite and state-minimal with 
respect to z~. Let TS C T be a set of transitions containing at leust one non- 
duplicate tra~~sit~on, and Kz = (ICI \ TS) [cl. Then Kl Z:D K2. 
Proof. The beginning of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 25, except that 
now Dupl, contains all the duplicate transitions of Ki, i = 1,2, Theorem 18 is replaced 
by Theorem 19, Lemma 20 is replaced by Lemma 21, and ZZ~J by ZZ:D . 
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Let br = (s, a,~‘) E TS be a transition which is not a duplicate, and let u = E if 
a = r and ~l=a otherwise. By the const~ction of Kt and &, tr belongs to Kr but 
(s[c], a, s’[c]) does not belong to &. Let 12 > 0 be such an integer that s, s’ E W(s0, n). 
This is possible, since Kt is state-minimal. The set W(sO,n) contains in Kr and Ki the 
same states, as well as FV(sO[c],n) in KZ and Ki by Theorem 19 and Lemma 24(ii). If 
the selected transition tr is a r-loop then the proof is like in Theorem 25. Assume that 
tr is not a z-loop. We define the sets of weak u-connections in KI or Ki, restricted to 
the states of ~~~0,~) and W(sO[c],n), respectively, as follows: 
WTl = {(Y,Y’) E PV(s0,n)2 1 Y 3 r’ in Ki} 
WT2 = {(r[c], r’[c]) E W(sO[c], n)2 1 r[c] % r’[c] in I$}. 
The sets are finite. Since K{ and K.j are ~somo~hic, their finite parts W(sO,n) and 
W(sO[c],n), respectively, are isomorphic. WTl and WT2 contain the same number of 
state pairs, i.e. / WTlJ = 1 WT2]. By the construction of rUi and Ki, if (r[c],r’[c]) f 
WT2 then (Y, Y’) E WT 1, because the removal of duplicate transitions does not affect 
to the weak transition relation 4 (see the proof of Theorem 19). By the construction 
of K.& (s,s’) E WTI and the transition (s[c],a,s’[c]) is not in Ki. Because tr = (s,a,s’) 
is not a duplicate in K1, s[c] % s’[c] does not hold in K.j, and (s[c],s’[c]) # WT2. 
From these two facts together with the finiteness of WT 1 and WT2 we deduce a 
contradiction I WT 11 > I WT2l. Thus the antithesis K1 MD K2 leads to a contradiction, 
and K1 $:D Kz holds. 0 
6. Transition-minimal labelled transition systems 
Theorems 27 and 28 give the minimality and uniqueness result for xi and x:D, 
respectively. An algorithm to find the duplicate transitions (duplicate r-loops) for finite 
Its’s without c-cycles can be found in [l I]. 
Theorem 27. For a given weak-image-finite Its, there is a unique (up to the renam- 
ing of states) branching D-bisimilar Ets which is state- and transition-minimal with 
respect to branching D-bisimilarity. It can be found by jirst state-condensing and 
then removing all duplicate z-loops. 
Proof. Let K be the given weak-image-finite Its, KSc = K/ zk and K’ = (K”\Du~l) 
[cl, where Dupl contains all the duplicate z-loops of KSc. First, K zk K’ since K MA KS” 
by Lemma 14(i) and Ksc %A K’ by The orem 18. Second, K’ is state-minimal: KS’ is 
state-minimal and weak-image-finite by Lemma 14(ii) and (iv). K’ is state-minimal by 
Lemma 24(i). Third, K’ is ~ansition-minimal: K’ is weak-image-finite because Ksc is. 
As K’ is known to be state-minimal, K’ is ~ansition-minimal by Theorem 25. Last, 
K’ is unique: As K’ is weak-image-finite, it does not have infinite a-paths (Lemma 4). 
Moreover, K’ is state-minimal and has no duplicate z-loops by construction, and there- 
fore K’ is unique (Lemma 20). 0 
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Fig. 9. 
Theorem 28. For a given weak-image-finite Its, there is a unique (up to the renaming 
of states) D-bisimilar Its which is state- and transition-minimal with respect to D- 
bisimilarity. It can be found by first state-condensing and then removing all duplicate 
transitions. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 28: zb is replaced by MD, 
duplicate r-loops by duplicate transitions, Theorem 18 by Theorem 19, Theorem 25 
by Theorem 26 and Lemma 20 by Lemma 21. Theorem 19 can be used since KS’ is 
weak-image-finite and does not contain s-cycles by Lemma 14(iv) and (iii). 0 
Theorems 27 and 28 state a nontrivial result. For instance, the uniqueness result 
does not hold for trace equivalence; for a counterexample see Fig. 9: the Its’s are 
state- and transition-minimal and trace equivalent but not isomorphic. (We consider 
here the general nondeterministic case. In the deterministic case the uniqueness of the 
minimal Its with respect to trace equivalence [9] is a well-known fact.) 
Divergence ignoring versions of bisimilarity and branching bisimilarity (+,bs 
and Ed) are widely used. The minimality results are extended for these in the fol- 
lowing. 
Corollary 29. For a given weak-image-3nite Its, there is a unique (up to the renaming 
of states) branching bisimilar (- ‘) Its which is state- and transition-minimal with 
respect to branching bisimilarity. It can be found by first state-condensing and then 
removing all z-loops. 
Proof. Because M; implies zb, all states in an s-cycle are branching bisimilar by 
Lemma 9. Consequently a state-condensed Its with respect to M; does not contain 
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c-cycles. On the other hand, all r-loops can be removed while still preserving zb, 
because zb ignores the divergence information and furthermore a z-loop can be sim- 
ulated by an empty sequence. Since a weak-image-finite Its does not contain infinite 
a-paths by Lemma 4, a state-minimal Its without r-loops has only convergent states. 
Let K be constructed as in the claim. K has only convergent states. If there is a smaller 
branching bisimilar Its, it is thus also branching D-bisimilar. But by Theorem 27 we 
know that such an Its does not exist. 0 
Corollary 30. For a given weak-image-finite Its, there is a unique (up to the renaming 
states) observation equivalent (FQ,~) Its which is state- and transition-minimal with 
respect to observation equivalence. It can be found by jirst state-condensing and then 
removing all z-loops and all duplicate transitions. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 29, except that now M; is 
replaced by %D, Zb by E&s, and Theorem 27 by Theorem 28. 0 
7. Discussion 
In this study we have analyzed how to find for a given Its a minimal one, which 
behaves similarly, i.e. preserves an equivalence. In particular, we studied bisimula- 
tion equivalences. Our minimality results show that it is possible to find the minimal 
amount of information, in the number of states and transitions, to codify a bisimilarity 
equivalence class in a unique way. It is also useful to minimize the number of states 
and transitions if the reduced Its is used in further verification steps or showed in a 
graphical form. In particular, it is interesting that there is a characteristic difference 
between branching and non-branching bisimilarities: in the branching case only some 
r-loops could be removed, whereas in the non-branching case all the duplicate transi- 
tions forming short-circuit paths can be removed. This fact gives further evidence that 
branching bisimilarity accurately preserves the branching structure of an Its. 
A phenomenon that interests us is divergence: a system is said to diverge if it uses 
computer resources infinitely, but never produces any observable result. Sometimes 
divergence is abstracted away (as in the case of observational equivalence [ 141) or 
considered catastrophic (as in the case of failures equivalence [9]). We took a different 
approach since divergence is an important property of a system. If the divergences 
are not preserved by the used equivalence, liveness properties of the system are not 
preserved in an equivalence transformation. This made us choose divergence preserv- 
ing D-bisimilarity and branching D-bisimilarity to be our main interest. However, the 
results were extended also for the ordinary divergence ignoring bisimilarities. 
D-bisimilarity is the same as d-bisimulation in [5] and branching D-bisimilarity 
is a branching bisimilarity with explicit divergence, discussed in [ 16, pp. 153, 1541. 
D-bisimilarity is a refinement of observation equivalence [14, 151 and branching 
D-bisimilarity is a refinement of branching bisimulation equivalence [ 16, 181. 
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D-bisimilarity presented here is different from Walker’s equivalence induced by di- 
vergence pre-orders [19]. For a short survey of divergence preserving behavioural 
equivalences we refer to [16, pp. 152-1541 and [17]. 
The present paper contains improved proofs for some of the results in [ 111; there, in 
addition, congruent versions of divergence preserving bisimilarities were shown to be 
compositional with respect to the operators of Basic LOTOS [6]. We do not present 
the transition-minimization algorithm here; the algorithm given in [l l] is available for 
this purpose. 
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Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 4. If an Its has an infinite E-path, it is not weak-image-finite, since 
{s’ 1 s % s’} is infinite for any state s that belongs to that path. If an Its is not image- 
finite then, for some state s and action a, the set {s’ 1 s -% s’} is infinite. Thus the set 
{s’ 1 s 4 s’}, where u = E if a = r and u = a otherwise, is infinite, and the Its is not 
weak-image-finite. 
Let K = ($A, T,sO) be an image-finite Its which has no infinite E-paths. Let s ES 
and u E (A\(r)) U {E}. We prove 
I{&SIs&‘}l <oo. (2) 
First, assume u = a. If not (2) then Succ(s, E) =def {s’ E S I s 3 s’} is infinite. But this 
would hold only if there is an infinite r-path of distinct states among Succ(s,e), or 
if a state in Succ(s,a) has infinitely many r-successors. In the former case the Its K 
would contain an infinite E-path, and in the latter case it would not be image-finite. 
Second, assume IA # E. Then {s’ ES 1 s % s’} = {s’ ES I 3s1,s2 ES :s % s1 A sl 3 
s2 A s2 % s’}. Since (~1 ES 1s 4 ~1) is finite by the previous case, (~2 ES IsI -ff~ ~2) 
is finite for each st by the image-finiteness of K, and {s’ E S I s2 % s’} is finite by the 
previous case, (2) holds. 0 
Proof of Lemma 14. (i) The relation R = {(s,ssc) 1s ES, ssc E PC} is a (branching) 
D-bisimulation. 
(ii) If ST M s2 SC then by (i), for some Si EST (i = 1,2), si EST EST ~s2, SO sl ~3.~2 
holds. But then si and s2 belong to the same equivalence class, and sy = sy. 
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(iii) By Lemma 9, if SF and s? (sy #SF) belong to an s-cycle then SF =sT. By (ii) 
this implies a con~adi~tion sy = SF. 
(iv) Suppose on the contrary that Ksc is not weak-image-unite although K is. Then, 
for some state ssc and uf (A\(r)) U {E}, th e set {sy / ssc 3 s?} is infinite. Since 
KS’ does not contain unreachable states by construction, for some action sequence t, 
SO” $ .P holds. This implies that in K”’ infinitely many inequivalent states SF can 
be reached from sOsc by tu. Because I( M KS’ holds by (i), this and Lemma 10 imply 
that, for infinitely many states sir SO 3 si (at least one si E SF for every ST). But now 
it can be proven by induction on the length of t that K is not weak-image-finite. q 
Proof of Lemma 16. Let K = ($A, T,sO) be a weak-image-finite Its without a-cycles. 
By Lemma 4, K is image-finite and does not contain infinite E-paths. 
We prove first that K does not contain duplicate-anomalous ~-transitions. Let us 
suppose on the contrary that h-1 = (sI,T,s~) is duplicate-anomalous, i.e. $1 #s$ and 
for some tr2 = (sz,z,s~), trl 2 tr2 and either s{ % s2 or s$ % st holds (Fig. 3(iii) 
and (iv)). By Definition 15, s2 #si. If s{ b s2 then s2 A s$ % s{ 3 ~2, and otherwise 
s2 5 si & st 3 ~2. Both would imply that K has an a-cycle s2 % si % sz # si, which 
is a con~adi~tion, 
We prove that -% is transitive. Let first tri = (si, a,$), i = 1,2,3, be transitions such 
that tr1 is not a r-loop and trlz tr2, tr2 -2 tr3. Then tr2 and tr3 are not z-loops, and 
St % s2, s; % s/1, s2 % s3 and si % s: imply st 3 s3 and s: $ si. We have to prove 
trg # tr3. Because tr2 # tr3, in the case trl = tr3 we would have an s-cycle in our Its: 
either s3 = st 3 sz 3 s3 # s2 or si = s{ % si % s: # s$. If frt is a r-loop then so are tr2 
and tr3. Then st 3 s2 and s2 % s3 imply sr $ ss. Transitions trl and tr3 are distinct, 
since otherwise K would have an s-cycle 53 = st 3 s2 % s3 # ~2. Thus trl-% trg . 
A transition cannot duplicate itself, and so z-relation is irreflexive. 
We prove that -% is well-founded. Let us suppose on the contrary that the Its contains 
transitions tri = (si, a,~:), i = 1,2,. . ., such that tri 5 tri+l for all i. 
Assume first that trl is not a r-loop. Then trj is not a r-loop, for all i. Since for all i, 
si 3 si+r holds, si 3 si holds for all i, too. Since the Its is weak-image-finite, both the 
sets {si Ii = I,2 ,... } and {si Ii = 1,2 ,... } are finite. Therefore the set { tri 1 i = 1,2,. . .} 
is finite, and for some j and k, j < k, trj = trk. By transitivity, &-‘t trk = trj, which 
is a contradiction, since 3 is irreflexive. 
Assume then that trl is a r-loop. Then tri is a z-loop and Si % si+t for all i. The 
set {si 1 i = 1,2,. . .} is finite, since K is weak-image-finite. Thus { tri 1 i = 1,2,. .} is 
finite. From this onwards the proof is identical to the previous case. 0 
Proof of Theorem 18. Let R = {(s,s[c]) 1 s ES}. We prove that R is a branching D- 
bisimulation, which by (SO, sO[c]) E R implies the claim. 
Assume first s 5 s’. If s #s’ or a # r then s[c] 2 s’[c], and by s[c] 4 s[c] 5 s’[c] 
and (s,s[c]), (s’,s’[c]) E R the condition (i) in Definition 6 holds. If s = s’ and a = r 
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then the condition (i) is implied by (s’,s[c]) = (s,s[c]) E R. Assume then s[c] z:‘[c]. 
By the construction of K2, s -% s’, which by s % s 5 s’ and (s,s[c]),(s’,s’[c]) E R 
implies the condition (ii) in Definition 6. 
We still have to prove R CD. Let (s,s[c]) E R. If &(s[c]) then &v(s) by the con- 
struction of K2. Assume &o(s). We prove for any state Y ES 
If din(r) then (3~’ such that Y[C] A /[cl A &a(~‘)), (3) 
which then implies &(s[c]) in the following way: First choose Y = s in (3) and find 
a state sr such that s[c] 1, sr [c] and diu(sr ). Then apply (3) with r = si, i= 1,2,. . .and 
find an infinite sequence s[c] A SI [c] 5 SZ[C] A . . ., and conclude div(s[c]). 
In order to prove (3), assume &v(r). If r A Y and (v, Z,Y) is not a duplicate then 
r[c] A Y[c], and we may choose Y’ =Y. Otherwise &v(r) implies, for some Y’ fr, 
Y A Y’ and &a(~‘). Since (r, r, r’) is not a duplicate r-loop, Y[C] A r’[c] and (3) holds. 
Thus R CD, which concludes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 19. We prove that R = {(s,s[c]) 1 s ES} is a D-bisimulation, which 
by (sO,sO[c]) E R implies the claim. If s[c] % s’[c] then, by the construction of K2, 
s 3 s’. The condition (ii) in Definition 5 is then satisfied, since (s’,s’[c]) E R. We 
prove that s 3 s’ implies s[c] 3 s’[c], which implies the condition (i) by (s’,s’[c]) E R. 
Assume first II = E and s = s’. Then s%s implies trivially s[c] % s[c], by the refex- 
ivity of %. Assume then u = E and s # s’. Then there is a sequence of the length 
kr,kr >2, 
sz,+);~... J+ s:, = s’, s! #sil+1, i = l,...,kr - 1. (4) 
All these transitions are different because of the absence of s-cycles. Some of the 
transitions may be duplicates which may belong to TS. However, for any duplicate 
tr = (0, r, v’), by Corollary 17, there is a non-duplicate tr’ = (Y, z, r’) such that tr -% tr’. 
Thus we can substitute such a duplicate tr in the sequence (4) with the transitions of 
the path v % r 5 r’ 3 v’, which does not contain r-loops, and obtain a new sequence 
s = s; -5 s; L . . -1, $* = s’, sf #4,, i = l,...,k2 - 1. (5) 
By Lemma 16, the Its K1 does not contain duplicate-anomalous transitions, and conse- 
quently the new sequence (5) does not contain the duplicate tr. Moreover, the sequence 
(5) is at least one transition longer, i.e. k2 > kl. 
If there are still duplicates in (5), we continue the construction as above, while the 
length of the sequence increases by one or more in each construction step. Since K, is 
weak-image-finite and therefore does not contain infinite s-paths (Lemma 4), the length 
of the sequence has an upper limit, and the construction must end. Then we have an 
s-path from s to s’, which does not contain any duplicate transitions, and thus not any 
transitions belonging to TS. Therefore s[c] % s’[c] holds. 
Assume then u # E and s % s’. Then, for some states ~1,s; E S, s % sr : s{ 4 s’ 
holds. By the previous case, this implies s[c] % si [c] and s{ [c] 3 s’[c]. Let us denote 
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tri = (si,u,.$). If tri is not a duplicate, then si [c] -% .s{ [c] and s[c] % s’[c] hold. 
If trt is a duplicate then, by Corollary 17, tri -% tr2 for some non-duplicate tr2 = 
(sz,u,s$) &’ 23’. By definition, tri .-% tr2 implies sl % s2 -% si 1 s{. By the previous 
case, si[c] % s~[c] and si[c] % si[c]. Furthermore, since tr2 @ TS, s2 -!f+ si implies 
SZ[C] -% s:[c]. Consequently, s[c] 3 sl[c] & s~[c] 3 s$[c] % .s{[c] 3 ,s’[c] and thus 
s[c] 4 s’[c], which concludes the proof that condition (i) holds in R. 
We still have to prove R CD. Let (s,s[c])E R. If diu(s[c]) then &z(s) by the con- 
struction of K2. Assume &a(s). Then s % r for some state Y such that (7, Z,Y) E T 
is not a duplicate, because Kl does not contain infinite a-paths or s-cycles. As seen 
above, s[c] $ Y[c], and because (r, r, r) is not removed, &u(s[c]). 0 
Proof of Lemmas 20 and 21. First we prove an auxiliary Lemma 3 1. 
Lemma 31. Let Ki = (&,A,, z,sOi), i = 1,2, be two k’s and M be either =D or 
M;. If K1 z Kz and K1 and K2 are state-minimal with respect to M then 
f :s1 -)s2, f(Q) = .E! iff $1 xs2 
is a b~ection. 
Proof. Let si E Si. Because K1 is state-minimal, there is t E (Al\(z))* such that sOi $ 
~1. By Lemma 10 there is s2 E& such that ~02 =&-s2 and st XSZ. Furthermore, if si MS; 
then s2 MS; and si = s2 by the state-minimal&y of K2. Therefore, for each si E Si there 
is exactly one s2 E & such that si M ~2. It can be proven in a similar way that for each 
s2 E SZ there is exactly one SJ E 5’1 such that s1 z ~2. q 
Proof of Lemma 20. Let Ki = (Si,Ai, 7;,sOi), i = 1,2, be two Its’s which are state- 
minimal with respect to xh and do have neither duplicate r-loops nor infinite s-paths. 
If K1 and K2 are isomo~hic, K1 M! KZ clearly holds. Assume K1 =i lu, and let f : S1 -+ 
& be the bijection f(si ) = s2 iff $1 MA s2 (Lemma 3 1). 
Let (~1, a,s{) E 6 be not a r-loop. If a = z then .sf f si, and the state-minimality 
of KI yields s$ $b si. Consequently, the first case in Definition 6(i) does not hold. 
Thus by the state-minimality of K2, (f ($1 ), a,$) E T2 for some si =A si. Again by the 
state-minimali~ of Kz, si = f(s; ) and (f (s, ), a, f(s{ )) f T2. Whenever (~2, a,$) E Tz 
is not a r-loop, by similar reasoning, 
(sz,L~,s:) E T2 implies (f -‘(s2),a,f-‘(si)) E TI. 
Let (~1, r,st ) E Tl be a z-loop. By the state-minimality of K2, it can be simulated 
either by a r-loop or an empty sequence. If there is a simulating r-loop (/(SE), r, 
f (.sI )) E: q then the proof is completed. Otherwise the z-loop (si, z, ~1) E z is simulated 
by an empty sequence in the state f (s1 ) WA q. Since diu(sl) implies diu(f(sl)) and 
(f (s1 ), z, f(sl )) # E, for some state si # f (sl), f (sl) % s$_ and diu(si). By Lemma 10 
and si ~j f (si), for some state s{, s1 =% s: and si x~s~. We have s{ M~S; $$ 
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f(si ) =A si by the state-minimality of Kg, so si # si Moreover, diu(si) implies div(si ). 
But this leads to a contradiction, because now either (~1, r,sl ) E Tl is a duplicate r- 
loop or there is an infinite a-path starting from si, since the state-minimal Its K1 does 
not have s-cycles by Lemma 9. Consequently a z-loop (si, r,si) E Ti cannot be simu- 
lated by an empty sequence. By similar reasoning, (s2,r,s2) E T2 implies (fP1(s2), r, 
f-‘(~2)) E Ti, and the proof is completed. 0 
Proof of Lemma 21. Let Ki =($,Ai, 7;,sOi), i = 1,2, be two Its’s which are state- 
minimal with respect to =o and do have neither duplicate transitions nor infinite 
s-paths. If K1 and K2 are isomorphic, K1 ‘=D K2 clearly holds. Assume K1 MD K2 and 
let f : S1 + S2 be the bijection f(si ) = s2 iff SI Z:D s2 (Lemma 31). 
Let (si,a,s{) E Ti be not a z-loop. Then si 3 s{ holds, where u = E if a = z and 
u = a otherwise. This implies f(sl) 1 f(s{) by Lemma 10 and the state-minimality of 
K2. If a = r then $1 #s’,, and f(si) # f(si) by the state-minimality of K1. If (f(sr ), 
a, f(s/1 )) E Tz then the proof is completed. Otherwise, f(si) % u2 5 vi % f(si) 
holds for such states ~2, vi E S2 that either 2’2 # f(si) or vi # f(s{). This implies si 4 
f-l(Q) 3 f-l@;) % si and consequently s1 % f-‘(~2) % ~1 -% Y; 3 f-‘(vi) 4 si 
such that either s1 # YI or s{ # ri, because K1 is state-minimal and has no s-cycles. 
But this means that the transition (~1, u,si ) E Tr is a duplicate, which contradicts the 
assumptions. By similar reasoning we see that, for each (s~,u,s~) E T2 which is not a 
r-loop, there is a corresponding transition (f-‘(~),u,f-‘(3;)) E T2. 
Let (~1, a,.~~) E 8 be a z-loop. Then &v(sl), which in turn implies div(f(si )). 
If (f(sl), z, f(si)) E T2, the proof is completed. Otherwise, div(f(si )) implies that 
for some s$ # f(sl), f(sl) % si and div(si) hold. By Lemma 10 this implies, for 
some si #si, sr 3 si and s{ zosi. Especially, div(s’,) holds. But this means that 
(~1, r, ~1) E T, is a duplicate r-loop or that K1 contains an infinite s-path, since the 
state-minimal Its K1 does not have r-cycles. This contradicts the assumptions, and thus 
a z-loop (~1, r,si) E Tl has a counterpart (f(si), r, f(si)) E T2. By similar reasoning, 
(~1, z,s2) E T2 implies (f-‘(s2),r,f-‘(s2)) E Tl, and the proof is completed. 0 
Proof of Lemma 23. Let S,‘= {s’ 1 s $ s’} for t E (A\(z))* and s E S. Since K is 
weak-image-finite, ,Si is finite for all t and s. But W(s,n) = U {Si 1 t E A,*, 1 t 1 <rz} is 
finite as a finite union of finite sets. 0 
Proof of Lemma 24. To show (i), first we prove that 
fn : W(sO[cl,n> -+ W(sO,n), jh2[cl> = Sl lff s2[cl z--f,> 
is a bijection. If s~[c] E W(sO[c], n) then there is t E A,* such that It/ <n and sO[c] $ 
sz[c]. By Ki M K2 and Lemma 10 there is si such that SO $ s1 and sz[c] MS,. So 
s1 g W(sO,n). Furthermore, si is unique because K1 is state-minimal. Thus fn is a 
function. We prove that it is a surjection. Let si E W(sO,n), i.e., for some t E A,*, 
ltl <n and SO $si. Then, for some state sz[c] E S[c], sO[c] &sz[c] and s1 ZS~[C]. This 
means SZ[C] E W(sO[c],n) and si = fn(sz[c]), and thus fn is a surjection. Since K1 and 
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K2 are weak-image-finite, the sets W(sO,n) and W(sO[cJ,n) are finite (Lemma 23) 
and we can write 1 W(sO,n)l d l~(~O[c],~)~. M oreover, by the const~ction of &, 
j W(sO[c], n)/ d / W(s0, a)/. So j W(sO[c], n)/ = / W(s0, n)j and fn is a bijection. 
Using the bijection fn we can now show (i), i.e. that KZ is state-minimal with respect 
to M. Assume as an antithesis that either K2 contains an unreachable state s[c], or two 
distinct states s[c] # s’[c] such that s[c] x s’[c]. 
If a state s[c] is unreachable from sO[c] in Kz, s is still reachable from SO in Kl , since 
ICI is state-minimal. Then s E ~(~0,~) for some n 20, and s[c] # W(sO[c],n). By this 
and the construction of &, [ W(sO[c],n)] < 1 W(sO,n)J. But this is a contradiction since 
fn : W(sO[c],n) + W(sO,n) is a bijection. 
If K2 contains two distinct states s[c] # s’[c] such that s[c] z .s’[c], we can assume 
by the previous case that they are reachable from sO[c]. Consequently s[c],s’[c] E W 
(sO[c],n) for some ~30. By s[c] MS’[C] and the state-minimali~ of Ki, _&(s[c]) = 
fn(s’[c]) holds. Since fR is a bijection, s[c] =s’[c], i.e. s[c] and s’]c] cannot be distinct. 
In conclusion, K2 is state-minimal with respect to M. 
Next we prove (ii). Since K1 is weak-image-finite by assumption, and K2 is 
weak-image-finite by the construction, the sets @‘(SO, la) and W(sO[c],n) are finite 
(Lemma 23). By the const~ction of K2, if F[C] E W(sO[c],n> then r E W(s0, n). Then 
(ii) follows because fn is a bijection between finite state sets ~(~0,~) and W(sO[c],n). 
By Definitions 5 and 6, the bijection f;l maps a divergent state to a divergent state 
and a convergent state to a convergent state, which implies (iii). 0 
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